
MR BROLLY 

Version adapted for 4 persons  and social distancing from 6 person dance.  This version is likely to 
become the standard version for performance. 

Music Played OY  + 3 AABB  (+ AB for dance off) 

 

Small folding umbrella held vertically in right hand, except where otherwise indicated.  Brolly raised 
and lowered on last bar of ‘Once to Yourself, OY). Double stepping throughout, right foot start 

Figure 1: Foot up & side by side 
4 bars double step, all cast out to face across with partner 
Side by side on diagonals, right shoulder then left shoulder 
 
Figure 2: Foot up & back to back 
4 bars double step, all cast out to face across with partner 
Back to back, right shoulders, into line. Reverse direction to place. 
 
Figure 3: Foot up and circles (‘Shirley’s twirlies’) 
4 bars double step, all cast out to face across with partner 
All dance small clockwise circle to place, followed by anticlockwise circle, with brollies held 
horizontally and twirled in direction of travel. 
 
Chorus 
Top pair cast out and face up at end of single line of 4 as bottom pair move forward  (4 bars) 
Left hand pair twirl brollies to left, right hand pair twirl to right  (2 bars) 
1 & 2 drop back to bottom place, 3 & 4 move to top place, all face across to partner  (2 bars) 
Rounds anticlockwise half way  and face across  (4 bars) 
Partners put brolly tips together and cross over  half way to place. Separate and face up (4 bars) 
 
If danced for 6 
Figures as above. Face to face can be substituted for circles in figure 3 
Chorus, as above but middle pair quarter turn to face up and separate to allow bottom pair to come 
up centre to form line of 6. Left arm turn once & a half can be substituted for brolly tips together . 


